Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy with a Tombstoning ST Segment Elevation: a Case Report
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Abstract

A 50-year-old female with a final diagnosis of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (TCM) was reported. Episodes of seizures, which were companied with a transient tombstoning ST elevation, were recorded during treatment. This report on TCM with tombstoning ST elevation implies to clinicians that the ECG changes of TCM are of great variability.
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Introduction

The purpose of this case report is to highlight the ECG variability of Takotsubo Myocardioathy (TCM) [1]. This ECG change reported in our case might be confusing when first seen in medical contact.

Case Report

A 50-year-old female presented to emergency room with an emotion-triggered chest pain which persisted for about 2 hours on July 6, 2014. She had a hypertension history for about 2 years. The ECG in emergency room showed inverted T waves in precordial leads (Figure 1A). The echocardiography showed an apical hypokinesis (Figure 1B). The serum cTnI level elevated slightly (0.20 ng/mL, with a normal range of 0.00-0.04 ng/mL). A diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) was made. Subsequently, anti-thrombosis therapy and anti-ischemia therapy were administrated. Although the chest pain was relieved by drug therapy quickly after hospitalization, the ECG changes did not show great improvement. Coronary angiography was performed on July 6, and significant coronary stenosis was absent.

On July 10 a sudden loss of consciousness and seizure caused by pulseless electrical activity made us transfer her into CCU. Totally three episodes of seizures happened and recovered after performances of CPR every time. We recorded a serial of transient ECG changes in CCU: Obvious ST segment elevation was observed in both limb leads and precordial leads, which was captured before and shortly after every episode. These elevated ST segments exceeded the amplitude of R waves, which was coincident with the conception of tombstoning ST segment elevation (Figure 2A and B). Such a change persisted for about ten minutes after seizures and followed by depressed ST segments and inverted T waves (Figure 2C) without any Q waves formed. A drop of dopamine was given to maintain a blood pressure level above 90/60 mmHg until stabilization was achieved. After approximate 7-hour's intensive care and supportive therapy, no recurrent seizures occurred anymore. The patient was transferred out of CCU on July 12, and she was discharged on July 17 with multiple inverted T waves on the ECG (Figure 2D). The prescription of aspirin and beta-blocker were given after the discharge.

Figure 1: Electrocardiography and an image from echocardiography. (A) Inverted T waves on leads V2-V6, I and avL were shown by ECG. (B) The apical hypokinesis was shown by echocardiography.
In our case, the pattern of the tombstoning ST elevation would be confusing and mimic a wide QRS complex, if not analyzed carefully enough. The following can be useful to differentiate that: 1) The QRS duration and QT interval can be acquired more easily in limb leads, especially in II, III, aVR and aVF, and we can find that the QRS duration is much shorter than duration of those wide waves, whose duration are identical to the QT interval shown in limb leads, found in precordial leads; 2) A notch-like signal can be identified shortly after the peak of QRS in lead V2 (Figure 2B), which can imply an abrupt change in ventricular electric activity. In the present case, this ECG pattern was captured before and after every episode of seizure.

Several studies have demonstrated that the ST elevation patterns are of difference between Takotsubo cardiomyopathy and STEMI. TCM can show a less obvious deviation of ST segment, and the V1 lead is less involved in the ST elevation [7-9]. However, it is pointed out that these characters are not sufficient for making diagnosis due to the low sensitivity and specificity [7]. In our report, the ECG showed an obvious ST elevation in all precordial leads, which supported such a conclusion that the ECG patterns of TCM are variable.

We have not found any previously published reports on tombstoning ST elevation in TCM. It cannot be concluded that such a ST elevation pattern is rare among TCM patients because of its short duration, as shown in our case. If the patient was not located in CCU or the episode was not recurrent, this ECG pattern would barely be easily recorded.

In conclusion, the present case enhanced the opinion that ECG changes of TCM are of variety and the diagnosis should be made according to the progress of the disease.
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Figure 2: ECG changes recorded in CCU. (A) Tombstoning ST segments on multiple leads: the obvious elevated ST exceeded the amplitude of R wave and fused with QRS and T waves in V2-V5 (the arrow shows a notch in V2 which implies the subsequent waveform is ST-T); (B) Another episode of ST elevation captured: ST segments in leads V1-V6 and II, III, aVF elevated dramatically (C) Recovery of elevated ST segments and ST-T changes after a seizure; (D) Obvious inverted T waves on multiple leads at the time of discharge.

The patient remained well during our 3-month follow-up. No hypokinesis was detected by echocardiography anymore 1 month after the discharge. Finally, the diagnosis of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy was made according to the progress of the disease and the result of the follow-up [2].

Discussion
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (TCM), also known as apical ballooning syndrome or stress-induced cardiomyopathy was first reported in 1991 [1]. Although several mechanisms have been proposed, the pathophysiology of this reversible cardiomyopathy has not been completely understood [2-4]. According to Myo Clinic Criteria [3], a diagnosis of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy can be made for the present case. Although the etiology of this disease has not been fully understood yet, the supportive treatment is the major managing approach during acute phase [5].

Tombstoning ST elevation has been reported in ST elevated myocardial infarction (STEMI). This pattern is considered to be associated with sudden ischemia in large areas of myocardium without any collaterals or ischemic preconditioning. This phenomenon is considered as a high-risk pattern for myocardial infarction patients [6]. A potential explanation for the seizures is that the significant and sudden abnormality reflected by the tombstoning ST elevation caused an acute drop of cardiac output, which subsequently led to a critical decrease of cerebral blood flow and episodes of seizures.